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Graham specialises in financial crime and investigations, contract assessment, 

dispute advisory and fraud risk management. He has more than 25 years of 

investigative and advisory experience providing value and guidance to clients 

across multiple sectors. As an Adjunct Lecturer, Graham prepares and delivers 

lectures on financial crime to students at the University of Queensland.  

 

Graham has worked with all levels of government, private sector companies, 

listed groups and legal advisors on a range of assignments. His projects have 

included foreign bribery, fraud, and corruption investigations, workplace and 

misconduct complaints, contract disputes, forensic technology investigations and 

data analytic engagements targeting suspicious or anomalous contract fees and 

transactions, and control deficiencies. His investigations often require extensive 

document examination, analysis of data and financial records, witness interviews 

and examination of digital communications. 

Leveraging decades of experience, Graham shares his knowledge with the next 

generation of investigators by delivering training on fraud investigation 

techniques and regularly speaking at conferences and seminars on integrity 

issues, fraud and corruption awareness. Graham also acts as a probity advisor to 

government and private sector procurements.  

Engagement Experience 

 Forensic assessment of contractual arrangements involving a Queensland based 

insurer and it’s loss assessor. The assessment focused on the quantification of 

financial exposure and liabilities of the client as a result of the loss assessor going 

into administration. The engagement also investigated the internal management of 

the contractual relationship to identify and report on the counter party risk and how 

this was managed. The engagement relied on numerous witness interviews, 

document examination, data analytics of finance and claims data and also the 

extensive review of email communications. 

 Forensic contract assessment of a major piece of infrastructure under a joint venture 

arrangement in Gladstone. The engagement was at the request of one of the JV    

Partners who was seeking an assessment of the budget overruns and an indication 

of the contributing factors and the extent to which the JV Partner may have 

contributed to these costs. The work was considered to be a pre-cursor to any 

considered litigation and focused on a range of metrics including comparing costs 

of original tenders to pricing schedules, project scope, budgets and Executive 

Committee minutes and authorisations. 
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 Forensic contract assessment of a facilities maintenance head contract together with 

several sub-contract arrangements that were being managed as part of the head 

contract. The engagement examined the contractual terms and conditions of all 

contracts and then mapped processes and payments against these to identify 

contract non-compliance. The work identified non-compliance with terms, 

conditions, KPI’s, SLA’s and then quantified payments that were the subject of 

recovery action by our client. 

 Forensic investigation into several Construction Managers of a construction company 

focusing on alleged criminal activities including fraud and theft. The investigation 

identified a number of contractors who were complicit in fraudulent schemes and 

arrangements whereby financial documentation was falsified and approved by 

Construction Managers who received numerous unlawful payments. 

 Workplace misconduct investigation on behalf of a government client that had 

identified employees being involved in external business interests providing services 

to the government agency. The matter involved email and mobile device 

examination, extensive document review and interviews with a number of witnesses 

and suspects. The report was prepared for the purpose of referral to the Crime and 

Corruption Commission. 

 Investigations into alleged corrupt payments made to government officials in India 

in relation to the awarding of a mining licence and contract awarded to global 

mining group. The matter involved interviews with in country management team in 

India, analytics across large volumes of A/P data, examination of electronic source 

evidence and detailed review of the numerous contract versions to identify critical 

amendments and persons responsible for same. The matter was reported to Group 

Counsel and Board for recommendations on remediation and managing the 

ongoing contract arrangement. 

 Data analytics across every mining operation being managed by one of Australia’s 

largest contract mining groups. The analytic examination was across a number of 

contracts that identified anomalies and inconsistent application of contract terms 

and schedules in all operations and resulted in the renegotiation and/or cancellation 

of several contracts and recovery of quantified overspend. 

 
 


